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About This Game

Help the viking king find a cure!
Several years have passed since Ingolf became the king of Iceland. He married his beloved Dalla and they gave birth to two

beautiful children. The lands of Ingolf prospered and grew. But one day a terrible danger came to the lands of the brave king.
An unknown disease started to spread across the kingdom. To save his family and his people Ingolf will have to travel to the

lands of the far west and find a cure!
Travel to the far lands of the west! Visit wondrous corners of the ancient world! Meet new interesting characters and learn their

intriguing stories! Find a cure and save your kingdom!

- 40 exciting levels;
- 4 bonus levels;

- absorbing storyline;
- renewed gameplay;
- wonderful graphics.

JOIN US!

Follow us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/RealoreGame
Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/RealoreGames
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why my pack did not come offer yet..?. Works fine with a Microsoft Wireless Keyboard however it does not work right with a
Trust GXT 545 Wireless Gamepad (see http://steamcommunity.com/app/440520/discussions/0/154642321538303095/). Did
not try other USB devices. Also I would say it is quite expensive. Had to request a refund because I could not get the GXT
working with VirtualHere .... I'm so glad this game was finally released for PC so I don't have to buy a PSVR! Double Fine did a
great job creating a unique VR game for one of my favorite franchises. This is a prime example of how to do a VR game right!.
In lieu of starting this with a simple description, I think I'll begin by copying and pasting a few stray thoughts I had about this
game.

- Leopard Seals are ♥♥♥♥ing badass.

- Sardines are surprisingly good too.

- Squillas are ♥♥♥♥ing terrifying though. Nasty melee powerhouses.

- Bluefin tuna are also strong.

- A guide recommends clown triggerfish, but I haven't tried them yet.

- ...man, this game is weird.

The game's easy to get into, offers a variety of sea life with differing weapons and manuveurability for tactical depth, has some
intense music, and is great to play in short bursts. While the AI for certain sea life isn't great (Leopard Seals are the ones that
come to mind), that does save you from having to fight them at their full potential, and you can always just control one yourself
to bring the terror. The lock-on can be difficult to work with as well in close quarters, but picking a more agile fish like a
salmon or saury or one with a tracking attack like a king crab can go a long way to compensating.

This game is really something else. You'll be busy frantically dodging enemy fire and commanding your squad and gritting your
teeth as you aim shot after shot, trying to take the target in your sights down, and then you take a step back and realize you were
gritting your teeth as your salmon fired plasma out of its mouth, commanding your spiny lobsters and pufferfish to surround and
sat-fire a cubera snapper. It takes an already ridiculous premise and plays it so straight that it becomes even funnier, and that's
just caviar on top of everything else.. Enjoyable puzzle game. Shorter than most puzzle games at only 80 levels, but it does
include a level editor so you can make more and also play other levels created by other players. Most levels are fairly easy to
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finish, but not so easy to get a perfect score. (Save all three mice, and get all the crystals.) A good number of the levels can be
finished with a perfect score and with resources (bricks or bombs) left over. Graphics and animations are quite good, and the
sound track is excellent.

Yes, it is a good description to call it a cross between Tetris and Lemmings. Not a combination of the two, but some aspects of
each, with some mechanics not found in either. If you liked Lemmings, you should like this game. One thing which always
bugged me about Lemmings was that some levels could not be completed with 100% of the Lemmings saved. Not so with
MouseCraft, although I'm sure somebody will make some custom levels where only one or two mice survive.

I finished the game and got all of the acheivements, but I did need some help from Youtube videos for about five of them.
Some of the levels are tough! There are always a couple of easy levels after each new game element is introduced, so you can
learn how it works. I think that's a nice touch, but not everyone will agree.. Price is right to recommend it. I don't see myself
coming back to it much, however it is unique and interesting. Very trippy visuals and sounds.. Hordes and hordes of enemies
doesnt necessarily mean its fun. Theres really no purpose to this game. The bosses are pretty jank, and the art style has way too
many saturated colors. Definitely a game to avoid.. It's ok. A bit short and linear, but still ok. Played through it in 2 nights.

If you like this kind of game, be sure to check out Day of the Tentacle, Secret of Monkey Island and Leasure Suit Larry series
and other Lucasarts adventures. They were (and still are) they absolute best in their class!
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there is something about falling into those corridors that pump my adreline.

great.. Scary enemies. The Shining carpet. Good lighting. Jamie. Some pretty solid, but cheap jump scare moments.

Cons:

John actually doesn't have a head if you trick the camera into third person.
Story is reasonable at first, and then just jumps the shark.
The game made me spill some ice cream on my shirt while I played it.. you have quite a neat concept here, but the bridge power
is not very good, also there are quite a few noticable framedrops when rideing the first lift, also i did not really like haveing to
get to a power source to be able to swap powers.. very cool fantasy experience, loved solving the puzzles. Boring, thats all i can
say. This game is an absolute blast. Hard as hell at times, fun at all times. Great work.. This game is a complete waste of time

Impossible to play. This is pretty simple:
- game not finished (seriously)
- campaign does stop at a certain quest (?)
- clone of sid meyer's pirates, but worse (Gets boring very quickly, 15h in, I will not touch this again)
- I don't feel like a merchant playing this
- no love for detail (why would'nt you see your mercenaries in the animated caravan window, while they are represented on the
main menu background; interesting idea with different city descriptions, but no real impact on trading; absolutely no surprises in
the game; combat system is bad and unbalanced...)
- I believe early access should at least give a sneak at what the game should be, this is like a graphic worksheet. (Yes I do believe
I could redesign the whole trading system in a tabulator)
- I actually think the graphics are well made (nothing revolutionary though)

I'm sorry, this is seriously bad, get Sid Meyer's Pirates, it's as cheap, but a real game.
. Yargis is a fun paced action pace Space Melee which allows for hours of great game play. Once you begin play there are
countless ways which you can take an adventure and no two times that you log on will be the same.
I recommend this game if you like classic space shoot em up games where you start out with the basics and over time build up a
mighty vessel.
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